
First vs Second Conditional

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Day by day you see the rows of them growing thinner, and if you
_________________ to the market on Christmas Eve itself you will find only a
few trees left out in the cold.

1.

(go)

I could not tell from my own sensations if it _________________ seconds
or weeks.
2.

(be)

They'd tear you to pieces if you _________________.3. (not/mind)

If she _________________ them a little, they would hurt her!4. (not/hurt)

Something of the strength of character of the man will be seen if we
_________________ how sensitive he was to the opinion of neighbours: this
man whose every movement now attracted surprised attention.

5.

(remember)

Law involves submission to regulations; man is naturally opposed to rules
and regulations of all kinds, especially if they _________________ with his
interests; so is it likely that the masses will enact laws that are contrary to
their own inclinations?

6.

(interfere)

His father would be rejoiced if she _________________ with him.7. (go)

If they _________________ it, it will not be done.8. (not/do)

I wouldn't be so economical if it _________________ me.9. (be)

Given certain characters in a writer's conception, if they
_________________ real to him, as they ought to be they will act in such or
such a way, according to the law of their nature.

10.

(be)

If we _________________ the principles of reason, our religion will be
absurd and ridiculous.
11.

(violate)

If I _________________ my way, I'd smother you.12. (have)

If we _________________ four hard and three gentle knocks, it will be
opened.
13.

(give)
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If they really _________________ who he was, they would tremble.14.
(know)

I ask you to make a solemn vow to me that if any suspicion
_________________ within your mind, that you will believe nothing without
absolute and decisive proof.

15.

(arise)

As I spoke I felt that I could kill her if she _________________ me.16.
(dismiss)

Would they think it a good excuse if he _________________ he did not
mean to let it burst?
17.

(say)

If my husband _________________ me, the world will regard me as pure,
as virtuous, whatever I may have done.
18.

(not/reject)

I don't blame any man looking out for himself, tell them, for that's human
nature; but if they _________________ they're going to come any of their
native ideas over me, they'll find themselves mistaken.

19.

(think)

If you _________________ the wafer I'll take it home and put it between
the sashes of my bedroom window.
20.

(not/want)
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